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Maureen Paschal thought she might rest and work on her book after discovering the gospel written

by Mary Magdalene that revealed Jesus and Mary Magdalene were married. The truth of their story

rocked the world and made Maureen a target of those who did not like her discovery and a heroine

to those who did.   Then Maureen receives a strange package containing what looks like an ancient

letter written in Latin and signed with a symbol. She discovers that its author is an extraordinary

woman whom history has overlooked -- or covered up -- Countess Matilda of Tuscany, and in the

letter Matilda demands the return of her "most precious books and documents." Maureen soon finds

herself in a race across Italy and France, where hidden dangers await her and her lover,

BÃ©renger, as they begin to realize that they are on the trail of another explosive discovery: the

Book of Love, the Gospel written in Jesus' own hand.   As Maureen learns more about Matilda, an

eleventhcentury warrior countess who was secretly married to a pope, she begins to see the eerie

connections between herself and Matilda, connections she must trace to their source if she is to

stop the wrong people from finding the Book of Love and hiding it forever.   Weaving together

Matilda's little-known true story and Maureen's thrilling search, The Book of Love follows two

amazing heroines as their stories intertwine through time. Maureen is immersed in the mysteries of

the labyrinth, the beautiful poetry of the Song of Songs, the world's greatest art and architecture,

and Matilda's amazing legacy...until a potentially fatal encounter reveals the Book of Love to

Maureen -- and to the reader.
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For me Kathleen McGowan's "Magdalene Line" trilogy is a spiritual tour-de-force which finally made

sense of 2000 years of history and a lifetime of confused teachings of western religion. Based on

almost two decades of historical research and inspired with her own personal spiritual vision it

opened my eyes to a truth which, as she writes, is there "for those with eyes to see."The first book,

"The Expected One", takes place alternately in the present time and two thousand years ago, with

the heroine Maureen researching, discovering and re-membering events from the time of Jesus.

These are exquisitely told through passages from the Gospel of Mary Magdalene, discovered as the

book unfolds and alternating as flash-backs with events in present time. Teachings of compassion,

deep forgiveness and equal place for the voice of the divine feminine in all matters spiritual and

temporal.This second book, "The Book of Love (The Magdalene Line)", should only be read after

the first (or you will, in my opinion, be cheating yourself of a wonderful reading experience and

perhaps also the truly life-changing opportunity which these books offer). It weaves together three

main time periods and is infused with its teachings of the Way of Love in ways which touch the heart

and mind again and again both directly and subtly as these teachings are illustrated in the lives of its

characters.
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